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Names of scale degrees 

§1.  As a reminder, here’s how the degrees of the scale are named:  
 
    5̂  dominant 

   3̂  mediant 

  2̂  supertonic 

 1̂  tonic 

  7̂  leading tone / subtonic 

   6̂  submediant 

    4̂  subdominant  
 

♦ When 7 is a half step below the tonic, it’s called the leading tone;  
♦ When 7 is a whole step below the tonic, as in the natural minor scale, it’s called 

the subtonic. 

Roman numerals 

§2. Every degree of a major and minor scale can function as the root of a diatonic triad or 
seventh chord. Diatonic chords are chords that use only the notes of the scale. 
 
§3.  Each of these diatonic triads or seventh chords is identified by a roman numeral that 
corresponds to the scale degree of the root. So, for example, the roman numeral V can refer 
to the diatonic triad whose root is 5.  
 
Example 1, in the key of D major, shows the triads built on each degree of the scale. 

 
 

                I                 ii               iii               IV              V                vi             vii° 
 

Example 1.  Triads in the key of D major. 



 

 
Qualities of diatonic chords 

§4.  As the labels in Example 1 show, the quality of a triad or seventh chord is indicated by 
the case of the roman numeral, sometimes together with another sign. Figure 1 lists triads. 
 

QUALITY of TRIAD ROMAN NUMERAL  

major upper case 
minor lower case 

diminished lower case, with ° 
augmented upper case, with + 

 
Figure 1.  Triad quality and roman numeral symbol 

 
Here are the most common triads in the key of D minor, in classical usage anyway: 
 
 
 
 
                i                 ii°              III              iv               V                VI             vii° 
 

Example 2.  Triads in the key of D minor. 
 
§5. Notice in Example 2 that V and vii° chords in the minor mode contain the leading 
tone, raised 7. Even though it requires an accidental, raised 7 in the minor mode is so 
common that it is considered an “honorary” diatonic degree. The III chord, by contrast, uses 
the subtonic tone. Since III is less common that V or viiº in classical music, we can consider 
the harmonic minor scale the generating scale for minor-key harmony in classical tonal style: 
that’s why it’s called the harmonic minor. However in many other tonal styles, including folk, 
rock, and pre-18C music, chords that use the subtonic 7 (major III, minor v, and major VII) 
are very common.  
 
§6.  For seventh chords, the case of the roman numeral depends on the quality of the triad on 
which it’s based, as in Figure 2. 
 

QUALITY of  
SEVENTH CHORD 

QUALITY of  
“BASIS” TRIAD ROMAN NUMERAL  

major major upper case, with maj 
dominant major upper case 

minor minor lower case 
half-diminished diminished lower case, with ø 

diminished diminished lower case, with ° 
 

Figure 2.  Seventh chord quality and Roman numeral case. 

Not all theorists use the “maj” to distinguish major-seventh quality (for instance IV maj7 ) from 
dominant-quality seventh (for instance V7 ). But we will do so, so that each quality of seventh 
chord has a unique identifier in our roman numeral analysis. 

!! !! 



 

Figured-bass notation 
§7.  To distinguish triads from seventh chords, and also to distinguish among chords in 
different positions, figured-bass notation is used together with Roman numerals.  So, for 
example, to signify a diatonic    chord whose root is 5, we write 

                                                                    V 
the chord root is 5   the chord is a triad in   (root) position 

 
By the same token,  

♦ V means the root-position diatonic seventh chord whose root is 5  
♦ ii   means  the first-inversion diatonic seventh chord whose root is 2  

Remember that is customary to abbreviate triad position indications by eliminating the 5
3  and 

by writing  6  for  6   
3  ; however    6

4  is not abbreviated. Recall these abbreviations for seventh 
chord positions:   

root position is     , abbreviated to       first inversion is     , abbreviated to 

second inversion is     , abbreviated to third inversion is     , abbreviated to    or  

Resolution of the chord seventh 
§8.  Although a chord member, the chord seventh forms a dissonance (active sonority or 
tension) with the root. This dissonance requires smooth resolution. Chord sevenths resolve 
down by step to a note in the resolving harmony. While this principle belongs to the topic of 
voice leading, to be covered more later, it is worth mentioning here because it is an extremely 
strong rule (meaning that there are just a handful of idiomatic exceptions, esp. in classical 
music) and an highly general one, applying across many styles of tonal music such as 
Renaissance, classical, and most jazz and modern rock/pop. 

Beyond these chords 
What if the sonority in a tonal piece does not form a diatonic triad or seventh chord? This 
usually indicates one of the following possibilities: 
¨ It is an incomplete triad. A partial triad (for example a root and a third, or even a root 

alone) may “stand in” for a triad; the harmonic context often makes clear that one or 
two pitches represent a tonal function we normally associate with a triad. In this case we 
can use the roman numeral label in analysis even though the chord is incomplete. 

¨ It is a triad or seventh chord, but is non-diatonic, that is, it uses notes that lie outside 
the scale. These are usually either applied dominant or mode mixture chords, which 
we will discuss later. 

¨ It is not (simply) a triad or seventh chord. In tonal music, such situations can usually be 
understood as embellishments or “complications” of an underlying triadic or seventh 
chord structure, via addition (or substitution) of non-harmonic tones that emerge 
smoothly from or resolve smoothly to chordal tones. 

¨ It belongs to extended tonality typical of late 19C music and beyond, including much 
of jazz. In some tonal styles, certain pitches once treated as non-harmonic tones have 
been “absorbed” into extended chord concepts such as ninth chords, sus (suspended 
fourth) chords, added sixth chords, and more. We will touch on these later in the term; 
if you wish to study jazz harmony in greater depth, consider taking Music 103. 
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